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I. The past 



Prehistory  

Informatics has been taught (as an option) in French 
high-schools in the  80’s  and  90’s 
Removed twice 
 
More than ten years with no informatics in French 
“general”    schools 
 
True reason: taught by math teachers and lack of math 
teachers 



But also 

No need for computer scientists 
“At  the  economic  level,  are  we  in  such  a  need  of  computer  scientists  that  we 
should incentive a large number of young people to go, very early, on this 
track?”,  Quel lycée pour demain ?, 1991, Conseil National des Programmes 

Informatics had changed 
Computer dealers focus on discontinuities (sometimes 
artificial: folder / directory, app / program, method / 
function, ...) 
Former notions obsolete? (relativity / Newton) 
Instead of: (constant) evolution 



But a concern 

Pervasiveness of informatics: professional life, personal 
life, public  debate (hadopi, net neutrality, ...) 
University professors: teaching tests and loops to 20 
y.o. students 
Academy of sciences: 2005, seminar (Maurice Nivat) 
Collège de France: Gérard Berry’s course, 2007 
High-school informatics teacher professional 
organization (EPI): a letter to all the candidates to the 
2007 presidential election 
And  …  an  answer  from  the  one  who  got  elected 



 
 

II. The present: Informatique et 
sciences du numérique 



2012 
 

 
 

A speciality in Terminale S (12th grade with a scientific 
flavor (st + sm)) 
 
Very small (10 000 + 15 000 students) but real 
 
In 2013: in preparatory classes 



 
The  fight between informatics  

and  “le  numérique” 
 “numérique”  adj.  =  “digital”  (contrary “analogique”  /  

“analog”) 
Became a noun “le numérique”  (“the  digital”?) 
 
As a  topic: wider than informatics (computer literacy, 
web design, law, ethics, sociology of media, etc.) 
Part of science variable, but  always low: not popular, 
keeps girls away, for the geeks 
A new battle field for the science vs.  humanities war 



Teacher’s training 

Teachers of another topic (maths, physics, engineering, 
etc.) 
 
Taken (passed?) a continued learning program (10 to 
300 hours) 
In other topic: 5 years in University 
Informatics students cannot become high-school 
teachers (unless first become math, Japanese, etc. 
teachers and then take a continued learning program) 



Why not? 

 
Three groups of people want to limit the development 
of informatics in schools 
  
Teachers of other sciences (e.g. math) 
Those who believe they know what informatics is (and 
that it is easy) 
Those who fight against sciences and technology in 
general 



 
 

III. The future: A new deal 



Stay on the cutting edge 
 

Barack Obama,  December,  2013:  “We want America to stay on 

the cutting edge” 
François Hollande, February, 2014: “Coding courses must be 

generalized very quickly from an early age”  (answering a question 
of Jean-Baptiste Rudelle) 
 
code.org 
A side effect (renew your buzz word): le numérique -> 
to code / coding / the code (strict subset of informatics) 



A  media thunderstorm 

 
 
2007 – 2012 a few papers written by us (or interviews) 
 
2010 – journalists write many papers by themselves 

 
 



Non deciding (but powerful) bodies 
 

 
May 2013: a report of the Academy of sciences 
 
June 2013: a statement of the Conseil National du 
Numérique 

 
April 2014 SIF: an open letter to the President (signed 
by two former Prime ministers) 



T 
The Conseil Supérieur des 

Programmes 
 June 2014: The common base (what all students must 

know when they leave junior high school) 
 
The student knows that computing machines use an encoded information and 
he has some knowledge on the way it functions, in the process and the rules 
of computer languages; he is able to implement small applications using 
simple algorithms. 

 
This domain [observing and understanding the world] includes a large part of 
culture, including mathematics, informatics, life sciences, earth sciences, 
physics, chemistry and technology. 



From intention to action 
 

July 2014, The Ministry of education announced code 
would be taught in all elementary schools in September 
 
Not by teachers but by camp leaders 
 
Resigned in August (for other reasons) 
 
Communities are looking for informatics camps leaders 



Restart? 
 

 
September, 2, François Hollande decides  to  “launch a great 

digital plan”  that  includes  “teaching informatics, what they call coding, 

to the students” 
 
 
 
 
(to be continued) 
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United (e.g.) physics 

A very diverse science: mechanics, electromagnetism, 
quantum physics, statistical physics, atomic physics, 
astrophysics, biophysics, ... 
 
Physicist struggle to defend their sub-area 
 
But always united when speaking about teaching 
physics in school 



Like everyone 

 
 
Within  departments,  labs,  …  computer  scientists  to  
defend their sub-area: e.g. lambda-calculus  
 
But not relevant for K-12 



Even more dangerous 
 

A science, nothing to do with technology: I 
cannot fix your computer (I cannot change a 
wheel), astronomy and telescopes 
A part of mathematics (constructive, discrete, 
...) 
It exists only as an industry 
It is not autonomous: always coupled with a 
mechanical system (e.g. in a car) ... complex 
systems 



 
 

What is informatics? 



Objects and methods 
 

A science defined by the objects it studies (e.g. the 
Universe) and the method it uses (e.g. experimental 
method) 
Informatics studies several kind of objects : languages, 
information, machines, algorithms 
 

algorithm + machine -> language + information 
 
A sustainable definition of informatics 
 
(Method-based definition possible but more difficult) 



More unity needed 
 

Robots: machines, process information (through 
sensors, ...), implement original algorithms (feed-back, 
analog to digital transformations, ...), led to (reactive) 
programming languages 
Thus a part of informatics 
Yet, some think robotics is not part of informatics 
Interface with mechanics: an autonomous science 
Same for numerical analysis 
Broader numerical sciences (informatics broad enough) 



 
Principle I: keep a balance between 

these four concepts 
 Languages: programming language constructions, 

grammars 
Information: representing numbers, texts (ascii, 
unicode, html), images, sounds, structuring information 
(file system, database, Web), compressing, encrypting, 
error-correcting 
Machines: Boolean gates, time and memory, structure 
of  computer, networks (internet), robots 
Algorithms: graphic algorithms, addition, binary 
decomposition, sorting and searching, graph algorithms 



Principle II: keep a balance 
between science and technology 

 
Informatics is both 
- answering questions: e.g. halting problem decidable? 
- building obj. with a purpose: e.g. programs, machines 
 
Students should both 
- learn that binary search is logarithmic 
- build their own (binary search) programs 



Principle III: Informatics is a branch 
of no other science or technology 

 
Informatics is not part of maths, not part of physics or 
technology, not part of linguistics, not part of media 
studies, etc. (the science of algorithms, the science of 
machines, the science of languages, the science of 
information) 
Informatics teachers 
It has interfaces with other sciences mathematics, 
physics, ... 
Interdisciplinary projects 



Helping other science teachers 
 

E.g. Compute digits of  to understand limit 
 
E.g. define logarithm as the complexity of binary search 
nlog(x): the number of times x must be divided by 2 to 
get a  number  ≤  1  (binary log rounded up) 
(exercise :  nlog(xy) = nlog(x) + nlog(y) or 
nlog(xy) = nlog(x) + nlog(y)  −  1) 
log with 1 digit: nlog(x10)/10 
log with 2 digit: nlog(x100)/100 



Society questions 

 
Are important 

 
Provided they do not eat the full cake 
 
15% 

 
Hypermnesia, property, trans-nationality 



Principle IV: learning informatics in 
three steps 

Teaching must be organized in time 
Imagine  you  teach  RSA:  public  /  private  key,  Fermat’s  
little theorem, bla 
(1) let us program it, and play with it 
(2) computer scientists use this to encrypt messages 
 
Learning how  to  write  a  program  (“code”)  is  a  key  step  
to autonomy: from spectator to actor 



Three steps: 
1. before learning how to program (primary school) 
2. learning how to program (junior high) 
3. after learning how to program (high-school, etc.) 
 
Before: (a) Computer science unplugged (north-south-
east-west, etc.) (b) discovering mail, Web, text-
processing, etc. (excellent source of questions) 
After: informatics as we know it (compiling, 
fundamental algorithms, complexity, machine 
architecture, cryptology, ...) 



A sustainable curriculum 

 
I: keep a balance between the four concepts 
 
II: keep a balance between science and technology 
 
III: Informatics is a branch of no other science or 
technology 
 
IV: learning informatics in three steps 


